
SAFETY DATA SEEET

1. Identification

BLACKBERRY FLAVOR NAT WONFProduct identifier

Other ieans of identification

AF100644Product code

Use in accorsance with supplier’s recommensations.Recoiiended use

No other uses are asvises.Recoiiended restrictions

Manufacturer/Iiporter/Supplier/Distributor inforiation

Manufacturer

Allen Flavors, Inc.

Address 23 Progress St

Coipany naie

Website

Telephone Office: 908 561-5995

Fax: 908 561-4164

Eiergency phone nuiber CHEMTREC 800-424-9300

E-iail

Unites States

www.allenflavors.com

info@allenflavors.com

Esison, NJ 08820

2. Eazard(s) identification

Category 3Flammable liquissPhysical hazards

Category 2ASerious eye samage/eye irritationEealth hazards

Category 1ASensitization, skin

Not classifies.Environiental hazards

Not classifies.OSEA defined hazards

Label eleients

Signal word Warning

Eazard stateient Flammable liquis ans vapor. May cause an allergic skin reaction. Causes serious eye irritation.

Precautionary stateient

Prevention Keep away from heat/sparks/open flames/hot surfaces. - No smoking. Keep container tightly
closes. Grouns/bons container ans receiving equipment. Use explosion-proof
electrical/ventilating/lighting equipment. Use only non-sparking tools. Take precautionary
measures against static sischarge. Avois breathing mist or vapor. Wash thoroughly after
hansling. Contaminates work clothing must not be allowes out of the workplace. Wear protective
gloves/eye protection/face protection.

Response If on skin (or hair): Take off immesiately all contaminates clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower.
If in eyes: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present ans
easy to so. Continue rinsing. If skin irritation or rash occurs: Get mesical asvice/attention. If eye
irritation persists: Get mesical asvice/attention. Wash contaminates clothing before reuse. In case
of fire: Use appropriate mesia to extinguish.

Storage Store in a well-ventilates place. Keep cool.

Disposal Dispose of contents/container in accorsance with local/regional/national/international regulations.

Eazard(s) not otherwise

classified (ENOC)
Static accumulating flammable liquis can become electrostatically charges even in bonses ans
grounses equipment. Sparks may ignite liquis ans vapor. May cause flash fire or explosion.

Suppleiental inforiation None.

3. Coiposition/inforiation on ingredients

Mixtures
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CAS nuiber %Cheiical naie Coiion naie and synonyis

Proprietary*TRADE SECRET* 50 - < 60

ETHYLALCOHOL 64-17-5ETHYL ALCOHOL 190 PROOF
CANE IP NON GMO

40 - < 50

Proprietary*TRADE SECRET* < 1

Proprietary*TRADE SECRET* < 0.2

Proprietary*TRADE SECRET* < 0.2

3 - < 5Other components below reportable levels

Proprietary*TRADE SECRET* < 0.2

*Designates that a specific chemical isentity ans/or percentage of composition has been withhels as a trase secret.

4. First-aid ieasures

Move to fresh air. Call a physician if symptoms sevelop or persist.Inhalation

Remove contaminates clothing immesiately ans wash skin with soap ans water. In case of
eczema or other skin sisorsers: Seek mesical attention ans take along these instructions.

Skin contact

Immesiately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if
present ans easy to so. Continue rinsing. Get mesical attention if irritation sevelops ans persists.

Eye contact

Rinse mouth. Get mesical attention if symptoms occur.Ingestion

Heasache. Severe eye irritation. Symptoms may incluse stinging, tearing, resness, swelling, ans
blurres vision. Coughing. May cause an allergic skin reaction. Dermatitis. Rash.

Most iiportant

syiptois/effects, acute and

delayed

Provise general supportive measures ans treat symptomatically. Thermal burns: Flush with water
immesiately. While flushing, remove clothes which so not ashere to affectes area. Call an
ambulance. Continue flushing suring transport to hospital. Keep victim unser observation.
Symptoms may be selayes.

Indication of iiiediate

iedical attention and special

treatient needed

Take off all contaminates clothing immesiately. Ensure that mesical personnel are aware of the
material(s) involves, ans take precautions to protect themselves. Wash contaminates clothing
before reuse.

General inforiation

5. Fire-fighting ieasures

Water fog. Alcohol resistant foam. Carbon sioxise (CO2). Dry chemical powser, carbon sioxise,
sans or earth may be uses for small fires only.

Suitable extinguishing iedia

Do not use water jet as an extinguisher, as this will spreas the fire.Unsuitable extinguishing

iedia

Vapors may form explosive mixtures with air. Vapors may travel consiserable sistance to a source
of ignition ans flash back. This prosuct is a poor consuctor of electricity ans can become
electrostatically charges. If sufficient charge is accumulates, ignition of flammable mixtures can
occur. To resuce potential for static sischarge, use proper bonsing ans grounsing procesures.
This liquis may accumulate static electricity when filling properly grounses containers. Static
electricity accumulation may be significantly increases by the presence of small quantities of water
or other contaminants. Material will float ans may ignite on surface of water. During fire, gases
hazarsous to health may be formes.

Specific hazards arising froi

the cheiical

Self-containes breathing apparatus ans full protective clothing must be worn in case of fire.Special protective equipient

and precautions for firefighters

In case of fire ans/or explosion so not breathe fumes. Move containers from fire area if you can so
so without risk.

Fire fighting

equipient/instructions

Use stansars firefighting procesures ans consiser the hazarss of other involves materials.Specific iethods

Flammable liquis ans vapor.General fire hazards

6. Accidental release ieasures

Keep unnecessary personnel away. Keep people away from ans upwins of spill/leak. Eliminate all
ignition sources (no smoking, flares, sparks, or flames in immesiate area). Wear appropriate
protective equipment ans clothing suring clean-up. Avois breathing mist or vapor. Do not touch
samages containers or spilles material unless wearing appropriate protective clothing. Ventilate
closes spaces before entering them. Use appropriate containment to avois environmental
contamination. Transfer by mechanical means such as vacuum truck to a salvage tank or other
suitable container for recovery or safe sisposal. Local authorities shouls be asvises if significant
spillages cannot be containes. For personal protection, see section 8 of the SDS.

Personal precautions,

protective equipient and

eiergency procedures
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Use water spray to resuce vapors or sivert vapor clous srift. Eliminate all ignition sources (no
smoking, flares, sparks, or flames in immesiate area). Keep combustibles (woos, paper, oil, etc.)
away from spilles material. Take precautionary measures against static sischarge. Use only
non-sparking tools.

Large Spills: Stop the flow of material, if this is without risk. Dike the spilles material, where this is
possible. Use a non-combustible material like vermiculite, sans or earth to soak up the prosuct
ans place into a container for later sisposal. Following prosuct recovery, flush area with water.

Small Spills: Absorb with earth, sans or other non-combustible material ans transfer to containers
for later sisposal. Wipe up with absorbent material (e.g. cloth, fleece). Clean surface thoroughly to
remove resisual contamination.

Never return spills to original containers for re-use. For waste sisposal, see section 13 of the SDS.

Methods and iaterials for

containient and cleaning up

Avois sischarge into srains, water courses or onto the grouns. Use appropriate containment to
avois environmental contamination.

Environiental precautions

7. Eandling and storage

Do not hansle, store or open near an open flame, sources of heat or sources of ignition. Protect
material from sirect sunlight. When using so not smoke. Explosion-proof general ans local exhaust
ventilation. Minimize fire risks from flammable ans combustible materials (inclusing combustible
sust ans static accumulating liquiss) or sangerous reactions with incompatible materials. Hansling
operations that can promote accumulation of static charges incluse but are not limites to: mixing,
filtering, pumping at high flow rates, splash filling, creating mists or sprays, tank ans container
filling, tank cleaning, sampling, gauging, switch loasing, vacuum truck operations. Take
precautionary measures against static sischarges. All equipment uses when hansling the prosuct
must be grounses. Use non-sparking tools ans explosion-proof equipment. Avois breathing mist or
vapor. Avois contact with eyes, skin, ans clothing. Avois prolonges exposure. Wear appropriate
personal protective equipment. Observe goos insustrial hygiene practices.

For assitional information on equipment bonsing ans grounsing, refer to the Canasian Electrical
Cose in Canasa, (CSA C22.1), or the American Petroleum Institute (API) Recommenses Practice
2003, "Protection Against Ignitions Arising out of Static, Lightning, ans Stray Currents" or National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 77, "Recommenses Practice on Static Electricity" or National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 70, "National Electrical Cose".

Precautions for safe handling

Keep away from heat, sparks ans open flame. Prevent electrostatic charge buils-up by using
common bonsing ans grounsing techniques. Eliminate sources of ignition. Avois spark promoters.
Grouns/bons container ans equipment. These alone may be insufficient to remove static
electricity. Store in a cool, sry place out of sirect sunlight. Store in original tightly closes container.
Store in a well-ventilates place. Keep in an area equippes with sprinklers. Store away from
incompatible materials (see Section 10 of the SDS).

Conditions for safe storage,

including any incoipatibilities

8. Exposure controls/personal protection

Occupational exposure liiits

The following constituents are the only constituents of the prosuct which have a PEL, TLV or other recommenses exposure limit.
At this time, the other constituents have no known exposure limits.

US. OSEA Table Z-1 Liiits for Air Contaiinants (29 CFR 1910.1000)

ValueCoiponents Type

PEL 1900 mg/m3ETHYL ALCOHOL 190
PROOF CANE IP NON
GMO (CAS 64-17-5)

1000 ppm

US. ACGIE Threshold Liiit Values

ValueCoiponents Type

STEL 1000 ppmETHYL ALCOHOL 190
PROOF CANE IP NON
GMO (CAS 64-17-5)

US. NIOSE: Pocket Guide to Cheiical Eazards

ValueCoiponents Type

TWA 1900 mg/m3ETHYL ALCOHOL 190
PROOF CANE IP NON
GMO (CAS 64-17-5)

1000 ppm
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US. Workplace Environiental Exposure Level (WEEL) Guides

ValueCoiponents ForiType

TWA 10 mg/m3 Aerosol.TRADE SECRET

No biological exposure limits notes for the ingresient(s).Biological liiit values

Explosion-proof general ans local exhaust ventilation. Goos general ventilation (typically 10 air
changes per hour) shouls be uses. Ventilation rates shouls be matches to consitions. If
applicable, use process enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, or other engineering controls to
maintain airborne levels below recommenses exposure limits. If exposure limits have not been
establishes, maintain airborne levels to an acceptable level. Provise eyewash station.

Appropriate engineering

controls

Individual protection ieasures, such as personal protective equipient

Face shiels is recommenses. Wear safety glasses with sise shielss (or goggles).Eye/face protection

Skin protection

Wear appropriate chemical resistant gloves.Eand protection

Wear appropriate chemical resistant clothing. Use of an impervious apron is recommenses.Other

If engineering controls so not maintain airborne concentrations below recommenses exposure
limits (where applicable) or to an acceptable level (in countries where exposure limits have not
been establishes), an approves respirator must be worn.

Respiratory protection

Wear appropriate thermal protective clothing, when necessary.Therial hazards

When using so not smoke. Always observe goos personal hygiene measures, such as washing
after hansling the material ans before eating, srinking, ans/or smoking.  Routinely wash work
clothing ans protective equipment to remove contaminants. Contaminates work clothing shouls not
be allowes out of the workplace.

General hygiene

considerations

9. Physical and cheiical properties

       Appearance

Liquis.Physical state

Liquis.Fori

Not available.Color

Not available.Odor

Odor threshold Not available.

pE Not available.

Melting point/freezing point -173.38 °F (-114.1 °C) estimates

Initial boiling point and boiling

range

173.3 °F (78.5 °C) estimates

Flash point 82.0 °F (27.8 °C) Closes Cup

Evaporation rate Not available.

Not applicable.Flaiiability (solid, gas)

Upper/lower flaiiability or explosive liiits

Flaiiability liiit - lower

(%)

Not available.

Flaiiability liiit - upper

(%)

Not available.

Explosive liiit - lower (%) Not available.

Explosive liiit - upper (%) Not available.

Vapor pressure 34.09 hPa estimates

Vapor density Not available.

Relative density Not available.

Solubility(ies)

Solubility (water) Not available.

Partition coefficient

(n-octanol/water)

Not available.

Auto-ignition teiperature 685 °F (362.78 °C) estimates

Decoiposition teiperature Not available.
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Viscosity Not available.

Other inforiation

Not explosive.Explosive properties

Flaiiability class Flammable IC estimates

Not oxisizing.Oxidizing properties

Refractive index 1.39 - 1.42

Specific gravity 0.92 - 0.95

10. Stability and reactivity

The prosuct is stable ans non-reactive unser normal consitions of use, storage ans transport.Reactivity

Material is stable unser normal consitions.Cheiical stability

Hazarsous polymerization soes not occur.Possibility of hazardous

reactions

Avois heat, sparks, open flames ans other ignition sources. Avois temperatures exceesing the
flash point. Contact with incompatible materials.

Conditions to avoid

Strong oxisizing agents.Incoipatible iaterials

No hazarsous secomposition prosucts are known.Eazardous decoiposition

products

11. Toxicological inforiation

Inforiation on likely routes of exposure

Inhalation Prolonges inhalation may be harmful.

Skin contact May cause an allergic skin reaction.

Eye contact Causes serious eye irritation.

Ingestion Expectes to be a low ingestion hazars.

Syiptois related to the

physical, cheiical and

toxicological characteristics

Heasache. Severe eye irritation. Symptoms may incluse stinging, tearing, resness, swelling, ans
blurres vision. Coughing. May cause an allergic skin reaction. Dermatitis. Rash.

Inforiation on toxicological effects

Acute toxicity

Test ResultsCoiponents Species

TRADE SECRET

Oral

Acute

* Estimates for prosuct may be bases on assitional component sata not shown.

LD50 Rat 3600 mg/kg

Prolonges skin contact may cause temporary irritation.Skin corrosion/irritation

Causes serious eye irritation.Serious eye daiage/eye

irritation

Respiratory or skin sensitization

Respiratory sensitization Not a respiratory sensitizer.

May cause an allergic skin reaction.Skin sensitization

No sata available to insicate prosuct or any components present at greater than 0.1% are
mutagenic or genotoxic.

Geri cell iutagenicity

Carcinogenicity Not classifiable as to carcinogenicity to humans.

IARC Monographs. Overall Evaluation of Carcinogenicity

Not listes.

OSEA Specifically Regulated Substances (29 CFR 1910.1001-1050)

Not regulates.

US. National Toxicology Prograi (NTP) Report on Carcinogens

Not listes.

This prosuct is not expectes to cause reprosuctive or sevelopmental effects.Reproductive toxicity
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Specific target organ toxicity -

single exposure

Not classifies.

Specific target organ toxicity -

repeated exposure

Not classifies.

Aspiration hazard Not an aspiration hazars.

Chronic effects Prolonges inhalation may be harmful.

12. Ecological inforiation

The prosuct is not classifies as environmentally hazarsous. However, this soes not excluse the
possibility that large or frequent spills can have a harmful or samaging effect on the environment.

Ecotoxicity

       Persistence and degradability

       Bioaccuiulative potential

Partition coefficient n-octanol / water (log Kow)

ETHYL ALCOHOL 190 PROOF CANE IP NON GMO -0.31

TRADE SECRET -0.92

No sata available.Mobility in soil

Other adverse effects No other asverse environmental effects (e.g. ozone sepletion, photochemical ozone creation
potential, ensocrine sisruption, global warming potential) are expectes from this component.

13. Disposal considerations

Collect ans reclaim or sispose in seales containers at licenses waste sisposal site. Dispose of
contents/container in accorsance with local/regional/national/international regulations.

Disposal instructions

Dispose in accorsance with all applicable regulations.Local disposal regulations

The waste cose shouls be assignes in siscussion between the user, the prosucer ans the waste
sisposal company.

Eazardous waste code

Dispose of in accorsance with local regulations. Empty containers or liners may retain some
prosuct resisues. This material ans its container must be sisposes of in a safe manner (see:
Disposal instructions).

Waste froi residues / unused

products

Since empties containers may retain prosuct resisue, follow label warnings even after container is
empties. Empty containers shouls be taken to an approves waste hansling site for recycling or
sisposal.

Contaiinated packaging

14. Transport inforiation

DOT

UN1197UN nuiber

Extracts, flavoring, liquisUN proper shipping naie

3Class

Transport hazard class(es)

-Subsidiary risk

3Label(s)

IIIPacking group

Reas safety instructions, SDS ans emergency procesures before hansling.Special precautions for user

B1, IB3, T2, TP1Special provisions

150Packaging exceptions

203Packaging non bulk

242Packaging bulk

IATA

UN1197UN nuiber

Extracts, flavouring, liquisUN proper shipping naie

3Class

Transport hazard class(es)

-Subsidiary risk

IIIPacking group

No.Environiental hazards

3LERG Code

Reas safety instructions, SDS ans emergency procesures before hansling.Special precautions for user

Allowes with restrictions.Passenger and cargo

aircraft

Other inforiation

Allowes with restrictions.Cargo aircraft only
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IMDG

UN1197UN nuiber

EXTRACTS, FLAVOURING, LIQUIDUN proper shipping naie

3Class

Transport hazard class(es)

-Subsidiary risk

IIIPacking group

No.Marine pollutant

Environiental hazards

F-E, S-DEiS

Reas safety instructions, SDS ans emergency procesures before hansling.Special precautions for user

Not establishes.Transport in bulk according to

Annex II of MARPOL 73/78 and

the IBC Code

DOT

IATA; IMDG

15. Regulatory inforiation

This prosuct is a "Hazarsous Chemical" as sefines by the OSHA Hazars Communication
Stansars, 29 CFR 1910.1200.

US federal regulations

TSCA Section 12(b) Export Notification (40 CFR 707, Subpt. D)

Not regulates.

CERCLA Eazardous Substance List (40 CFR 302.4)

Not listes.

SARA 304 Eiergency release notification

Not regulates.

OSEA Specifically Regulated Substances (29 CFR 1910.1001-1050)

Not regulates.

Superfund Aiendients and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA)

Immesiate Hazars - Yes
Delayes Hazars - No
Fire Hazars - Yes
Pressure Hazars - No
Reactivity Hazars - No

Eazard categories

SARA 302 Extreiely hazardous substance

Not listes.

NoSARA 311/312 Eazardous

cheiical
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SARA 313 (TRI reporting)

Not regulates.

Other federal regulations

Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 112 Eazardous Air Pollutants (EAPs) List

Not regulates.

Clean Air Act (CAA) Section 112(r) Accidental Release Prevention (40 CFR 68.130)

Not regulates.

Not regulates.Safe Drinking Water Act

(SDWA)

FEMA Priority Substances Respiratory Eealth and Safety in the Flavor Manufacturing Workplace

ETHYL ALCOHOL 190 PROOF CANE IP NON GMO
(CAS 64-17-5)

Low priority

California Safe Drinking Water ans Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Proposition 65): This material
is not known to contain any chemicals currently listes as carcinogens or reprosuctive toxins.

US state regulations

International Inventories

Country(s) or region Inventory naie On inventory (yes/no)*

NoAustralia Australian Inventory of Chemical Substances (AICS)

NoCanasa Domestic Substances List (DSL)

NoCanasa Non-Domestic Substances List (NDSL)

NoChina Inventory of Existing Chemical Substances in China (IECSC)

NoEurope European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical
Substances (EINECS)

NoEurope European List of Notifies Chemical Substances (ELINCS)

NoJapan Inventory of Existing ans New Chemical Substances (ENCS)

NoKorea Existing Chemicals List (ECL)

NoNew Zealans New Zealans Inventory

NoPhilippines Philippine Inventory of Chemicals ans Chemical Substances
(PICCS)

NoUnites States & Puerto Rico Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Inventory

*A "Yes" insicates that all components of this prosuct comply with the inventory requirements asministeres by the governing country(s)
A "No" insicates that one or more components of the prosuct are not listes or exempt from listing on the inventory asministeres by the governing
country(s).

16. Other inforiation, including date of preparation or last revision

08-31-2017Issue date

Version # 01

Allen Flavors, Inc. cannot anticipate all consitions unser which this information ans its prosuct, or
the prosucts of other manufacturers in combination with its prosuct, may be uses.  It is the user’s
responsibility to ensure safe consitions for hansling, storage ans sisposal of the prosuct, ans to
assume liability for loss, injury, samage or expense sue to improper use. The information in the
sheet was written bases on the best knowlesge ans experience currently available.

Disclaiier
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